
ESL Conversation Quiz #2 Review 
 
Quiz #2 questions will come from this study paper.  Not all of the words and questions on 
this paper will be on the quiz. Because I am giving you the questions (or samples) before the 
quiz, your score will depend on correct answers, grammatically correct writing and proper 
spelling. 
 
Part 1. Vocabulary 
 
Write a brief definition for each word. Short sentences are okay. Your definition must be 
clear and specific. For example: yolk 
 

• It is the yellow part of an egg. (good) 
• It’s part of an egg. (no good, too general) 
 
1. a thriller 2. a musical 3. a sci fi 
4. signature 5. a day off 6. subtitles 
7. hilarious 8. tearjerker 9. suspense 
10. love story 11. stunts 12. violent 
13. karate 14. pottery 15. bowl 
16. impressive 17. grab a bite to eat 18. in ages 
19. freeze up 20. flexible 21. to annoy 
22. power cord 23. electrical outlet 24. antivirus software 
25. record player 26. audio book 27. bar code 
28. metaphor 29. invisible 30. feel lucky 
31. excellence 32. anagram 33. pager 
34. déjà vu 35. peach 36. cork 
37. teal 38. mean 39. taps 

 
Part 2. Adjectives with ED and ING (page 111 in textbook) 
 
I will give you a short list of words. You will write 2 sentences that use each word as an 
adjective: one with ED and one with ING. Here is an example: excite 
 

• The action scenes in Dunkirk were exciting. 
• I was excited by the action scenes in Dunkirk. 

 
You should know how to make proper adjectives (and sentences) with these words: 
 

• interest, fascinate, scare, shock, surprise, disgust 
• disappoint, confuse, embarrass, excite, bore, annoy 

 
Use the word in context. Your sentence can’t be generic with no meaning, like this: 
 

• It was amazing. 
• I was amazed. 



 
This is better: 
 

• The CGI effects in Thor were amazing. 
• I was amazed by the CGI effects in Thor. 

 
Part 3. Story Analysis – Making Connections 
 
This answer comes from the story you read about an invention (i.e. erasers, elevators, 
shipping container or gunpowder). Summarize your story is this way.  
 

• In a paragraph, describe 3 or 4 cause and effect connections that lead to the 
invention.  

• Write 2 or 3 sentences to describe changes caused by that invention. Be specific.  
 
Part 4. Write a Sentence (page 99) 
 
You will read some questions. Write a full sentence answer with the present perfect 
continuous or present perfect. Here are some sample questions for practice. 
 

1. Have you ever slept in a strange place? 
2. Have you ever ridden an animal? 
3. How many countries have you visited? 
4. How long have you been living in Busan? 
5. Have you been doing anything fun or interesting since the summer? 
6. How long has it been raining? (2 hours) 
7. What books have you been reading lately? 
8. Have you been to U-do? 

 
Part 5. Word Puzzle 
 
Make words from letters. Make five words from each question. Each word you make must 
have at least 3 letters. Use each letter once per word. You must also write the full word. 
 
For example: NEGASTR 
 

• strange (full word) 
• east, seat, rent, rents 
 

Try these:  1) LNAAMI    2) PXEMELA    3) RUESPSRI    4) CEUONSF 


